
We are supporting all of our Enterprise Investment Scheme 

(EIS) portfolio companies throughout this period. In the current 

environment, many of these innovative technology firms have 

the chance to further grow their business, as they offer services 

which can be accessed remotely. 
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KINTERACT

Although there are no winners during these difficult times, we are fortunate that 

some of our portfolio companies have products which can greatly help with the 

current situation. Kinteract is one such example, as its cutting-edge education 

platform helps deliver remote teaching. The company has been carefully messaging 

across its channels to focus on this functionality, reaching out to help schools. 

Having just secured a significant investment, Kinteract is well placed to not only see 

through the storm but to emerge stronger, having helped the education system in 

the process. 
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edtech £810k 18.9%



Our fitness app portfolio company Auro will be helping millions of people to keep 

fit and healthy during the coronavirus outbreak through a contract recently signed 

with global corporate gym platform Gympass. Auro provides personalised audio-

based fitness sessions through its app and all UK Gympass members will now have 

access to its platform as part of their package. Auro has also seen demand from 

other gym networks along with personal trainers and influencers looking for a digital 

platform from which to deliver their services. Blackfinch is due to make a follow-on 

investment in Auro in the coming weeks. 
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Kokoon’s headphones and app help people relax and sleep which again is aligned 

to the moment. As a consumer electronics company, it was faced with a short-

term impact when its China factory had to temporarily shut. However, good stock 

management meant this only affected one of its headphone colours. Now, with 

China’s situation improved, manufacturing is almost back to normal. Over the 

coming months the company will be progressing to a more affordable subscription 

model and focusing on the development of its lower-cost in-ear offering. A follow-on 

investment from Blackfinch in coming days will help Kokoon weather this period, as 

well as emerge technically stronger at the other end. 
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sleep tech £541k 5.91%



KINTERACT

Customer contact centres are the main interface that consumers have with brands. 

Due to recent events, customer demand will increase, in order to enable effective 

delivery, for customers’ needs to be met and for prioritisation of the most valuable 

actions. Many centres are moving to a remote model which will only place further 

demand on operational efficiency. Consequently, although sales for Warwick’s tools 

may be delayed, the need for the tools is increasing. Blackfinch is currently looking to 

invest a follow-on round in this company. 

WARWICK ANALYTICS
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data
analytics £692k 26.8%



Like Kinteract, BookingLive is still seeing demand for its online white-labelled booking 

platform. During this period, the company has refocused its targeting on the health 

service which has an immediate need for booking solutions, and this is being well 

received. BookingLive has also recently received significant investment. This, and the 

careful planning it is putting in place, along with its software-as-a-service recurring 

revenue model to iron out the bumps, means we expect the business to emerge in a 

healthy state after the difficult times have passed.   
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SaaS £406k 11.68%



The top rental app in London and Manchester doesn’t reach that spot without 

innovating quickly. Movebubble has continued doing just that in this time of 

uncertainty. Shortly after the outbreak of coronavirus, the company focused its 

efforts on completing its new remote viewing functionality, now due for imminent 

release, which provides renters with virtual walkthroughs of properties. This means 

Movebubble will be unique in helping renters to continue to view properties with no 

need for social contact. Blackfinch is looking to invest a follow-on round of funding 

which in turn will help to support renters, build-to-rent operators and letting agencies 

during this difficult time.

MOVEBUBBLE
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Having exceeded its 2020 targets so far, Edozo has developed a secure footing 

from which to navigate the current environment. The company supplies mapping 

and comparables data to surveyors. It is unlikely to be impacted in the very short 

term because its customer base is used to working from home. Indeed, as one of 

the best-value solutions in the market, Edozo may win customers looking to reduce 

cost. In the medium term it is likely that revenue will fall, but the company has run 

scenarios to plan for the worst case. Interestingly, when markets fall the demand 

for property valuation tends to increase, which relies on companies like Edozo, 

and might help to further reduce risk. Blackfinch is also due to make a follow-on 

investment in Edozo in the coming days.  
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Although business-to-business enterprise software sales are likely to be hit during 

the coming months due to the emerging situation, this will probably be in the form of 

delays rather than cancellations. The disruption comes at a time when CompareSoft 

is focusing on improving search engine optimisation performance and expansion 

into new software markets, which requires an investment in content creation. A 

delay in sales will allow staff to focus on this business activity during the period. 

CompareSoft is a capital-efficient company and we are confident it will weather the 

coronavirus storm. 

enterprise
software
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As a cutting-edge business-to-business intent marketing platform, Cyance helps 

clients discover highly targeted leads and delivers a strong return on investment. 

This makes it attractive for companies which are trying to cut costs currently. The 

company has recently received investment from Blackfinch so is well placed in terms 

of cash runway. And as the company employs a software-as-a-service business 

model, its recurring revenues provide a degree of resilience. Cyance is also planning 

for any potential delay in sales during this period. The executive team is currently 

undertaking significant coronavirus contingency planning to develop scenarios that 

will help the company to drive forward in the coming months. 
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marketing £650k 7.77%



After spending 2019 developing its product and taking it to mass production, Tended 

has started 2020 well, with above-target revenues and significant contracts soon to 

close. Its product, which keeps lone workers safe by monitoring their activity and 

alerting emergency contacts if necessary, is aligned to the needs of the moment. 

Like all of our portfolio companies, Tended has ensured an extensive response to 

coronavirus, including through robust financial planning. Blackfinch is in the process 

of making a follow-on investment which will secure the company well into next year.
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Important Information: Capital at risk. 

Blackfinch Ventures is a trading name of Blackfinch Investments 

Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial 

Conduct Authority (FCA number 153860). Registered address: 

1350-1360 Montpellier Court, Gloucester Business Park, 

Gloucester, GL3 4AH. Registered in England and Wales 

company number 02705948. This document is for intermediary 

information only and does not form any offer or invitation to 

invest. All information correct at March 2020.
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